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First ShockWave Power Liquor Accelerated Aging Cavitation 

System to be Installed at White River Distillers 
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Enumclaw, WA – Hydro Dynamics, Inc., (HDI) would like to announce that its 

ShockWave Power™ Reactor (SPR™) technology integrated into the ApoWave™ 

distilled spirits technology will have its first commercial distillery installation at White 

River Distillers in Enumclaw, WA.  White River Distillers is incorporating the ApoWave 

technology in its brand new permanent location with installation expected in the next 

couple weeks with the first “cavitation aged” liquor available in April.  White River 

Distillers was the first distillery to conduct R&D with the ApoWave™ technology, so it is 

very fitting that they will also be the first commercial location. 

 

Using the force of cavitation, the SPR™ can significantly accelerate and catalyze liquor 

aging, allowing flavor transitions that often take years to develop to happen in minutes to 

days.  The SPR™ harnesses the normally destructive power of cavitation and controls it so 

its pressure fluctuations can be used to provide accelerated aging of liquors and spirits.  

This is accomplished by extracting flavors and color from wood chips entrained in the fluid 

flowing through the equipment as opposed to traditional static barrel aging.  This same 

action can also be used to extract flavor from fruits, spices and other flavor sources.  
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Cavitation can also assist in the expedited breakdown and removal of natural harsh flavor 

compounds naturally found in spirits that also deteriorate as part of traditional aging. 

 

The ApoWave™ technology is powered by the ShockWave Power™ Reactor cavitation 

technology by HDI and marketed by Apotek Solutions LLC (Apotek).  The craft distillery 

market is expanding rapidly like craft brewing before it and ApoWave™ can provide 

distillers unique process advantages.  In distilled spirits the ApoWave™ technology can 

allow new distillers to sell dark/brown liquors immediately rather than waiting for years of 

aging.  The distiller may also see a drastic yield increase due to not having the evaporative 

loss associated with traditional aging.  Distillers also can experiment with new and seasonal 

flavors with the ability to see near immediate results. 

 

 
ApoWave processed liquor before and after only 15 minutes 

 

About Hydro Dynamics 

 

Hydro Dynamics, Inc. is located in Rome, Georgia and is the developer and manufacturer 

of the cavitation based ShockWave Power™ Reactor (SPR™). The SPR™ equipment uses 

the physical phenomenon of cavitation, normally known as destructive force, and harnesses 

it to solve critical industrial mixing, extraction and heating problems. The technology The 

SPR™ can now be found on four continents in applications ranging from biodiesel 

production to hops extraction for beer. Learn more at: www.hydrodynamics.com. 

 

About Apotek 

 

Apotek Solutions LLC was formed by a group of Engineers and process experts with 

more than 50 years of combined experience in the food and beverage industry.  Apotek 

specializes in applying new and unique technologies to current process systems for cost 

reduction, product improvements or development of products that were not previously 

available due to process limitations. From improvements to existing product lines to 

complete turn-key operations, we have installations throughout the Unites States, as well 

as countries such as Brazil, Chile, Colombia, UK, Turkey, Italy, Hungary, Switzerland, 

Finland, Saudi Arabia, Honk Kong, Thailand and Taiwan among others.   Learn more at: 

http://www.apoteksolutions.com. 
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About White River Distillers 

 

At White River Distillers, we source only locally grown, whole ingredients sourced from 

farmers we know personally; whose hands we’ve shaken; whose dinner tables we’ve 

shared. And we take the time to do it right, putting as much care and concentration into 

each and every spirit as we put into the richness and fulfillment of our own lives. 

White River Distillers creates handcrafted spirits that enhance today’s experiences, 

becoming tomorrow’s memories.  White River Distillers is located in Enumclaw, WA 

and will open to the public in April 2016.  Learn more at: http://whiteriverdistillers.com/ 
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